
America’s Trusted Energy
Guru for Astute Investors

Says Buy OCTX Now

What you do or don’t do with this information could determine your future wealth

A MAJOR OIL COMPANY IS BORN
AND WALL STREET IS CLUELESS

Octagon 88 Resources (OCTX)
Just Secured BILLIONS of Barrels

of Red-Hot Alberta Oil with an
Instant $100 Million Bonus

Beat Wall Street to the punch -- and the profits! 
Buy OCTX today -- this secret stock is set
to surge from $3 to $12 and then hit $190

Astounding gains could be yours overnight -- if you
get in before Wall Street finds out about OCTX

Fellow Investor,

I’m John Myers, editor of Secret Stocks and I’ve just uncovered what could be the most
spectacular investment you’ll make in your lifetime.

I’m proudly going on the record as both a
financial analyst and as a geologist when I
tell you we are witnessing the birth of major
oil company.



John Myers, above, has been
making aggressive energy investors 
rich for decades. He’s doing it again 

right now with his discovery of 
Octagon 88 Resources, Inc. (OCTX).

Distinguished energy expert and
investment strategist John Myers is
editor of one of the top-rated investment
newsletters in America. John has -- for
over 25 years -- been uncovering hidden
investment gems in natural resources,
energy, mining and technology. One of
his overwhelming advantages...

John's also a geologist

Twice in the past five years John’s
newsletter, John Myers‘ SECRET
STOCKS, has been one of Hulbert’s
five top performing investment
newsletters. His SECRET STOCK
subscribers report that, on average,
they make an average of 90% profit on
his recommendations.

Some of John’s previous SECRET
STOCK recommendations:

• 102% profit on Ashton Mining 
• 224% profit on Niko Resources 
• 402% profit on Anooraq 
• 580% profit on ACE Development 
• 668% profit on Metallica Resources

As impressive as those returns are,
they might pale compared to the profits
Octagon 88 (OCTX) could produce --
especially for early investors.

You now have John’s new and
exclusive report. Read it and discover
why this young junior exploration
company belongs in your portfolio
today and what’s igniting it’s
anticipated climb from $3 to $12... and
then to $36 by summer.

Immediately -- Octagon 88 (OCTX) could be
the best Alberta oil investment in the last 20
years. And Wall Street doesn’t even realize
it’s happening. Only a few high-end energy
investors know anything about what I’m
revealing to you here.

I’d be shocked if you’ve heard of Octagon 88 (OCTX).
This debt-free $70-million light & heavy oil development-
stage company only started trading publicly a few weeks
ago. It’s a fantastic ground-floor opportunity for investors
like us.

Early investors (including you, I hope) stand to make
fortunes. This small cap unknown is on its way to
becoming a major player, as you’ll see in the following
paragraphs. And that means this now $3 stock could
make its way to $190.

I’ll share my analysis and calculations with you in a
moment.

The main message right now is get OCTX into your
portfolio pronto -- before Wall Street fund managers start
calling their fat-cat clients, sending the share price
through the roof.

I’m convinced that if you buy OCTX today you’ll be
smiling endlessly with a new sense of financial freedom.
I’m also convinced that if you take no action on this
“secret” information, you’ll be kicking yourself in the pants
endlessly.

Don’t wait for this secret stock to be touted in The
Wall Street Journal headlines. Get in now at the lowest
share price we’re ever likely to see for OCTX:

THE ULTIMATE OCTAGON 88
PRIVATE SECRET EXPOSED

On January 22, 2013, OCTX acquired 33% of a private
oil & gas development stage company -- a private
company that’s sitting on so much oil its destined to be
among the top 5 oil producers in North America.

This private company, CEC North Star Ltd., is now
targeting 200,000 barrel a day production -- of world-
famous Alberta heavy crude -- and Octagon 88 (OCTX)
suddenly owns 33% of it!

Plus -- there are millions more barrels of traditional
light sweet crude and OCTX owns 100% of that! And it’s
about to gush!



TOP PRIORITY

BUY OCTX TODAY!

And if you’re looking for more breakout
stocks, try a risk-free subscription to
John Myer’s SECRET STOCKS.

CEC North Star is already developing in the famously
productive Peace River area, an area with an astounding
135 billion barrels of oil in place, as estimated by the
Canadian ERCB.

The company is currently on the verge of pumping
BILLIONS of barrels of heavy oil out of the ground,
earning early OCTX investors astounding profits.

Use this mega-profitable investor
edge

Deep-pocketed Wall Street experts know nothing about CEC North Star because it is a private
company. Getting even a piece of this private company is next to impossible -- unless you realize
what’s happening here.

As an OCTX shareholder you’ll own 33% of North America’s largest forthcoming oil sands
developer -- 200,000 barrels a day already targeted by CEC North Star. The revenues are being
counted by the billions!

What’s more, Octagon 88 has already positioned itself (the way Suncor did 25 years
ago) for the same kind of spectacular growth that can turn even modest investments
into life-changing wealth.

History proves Alberta oil can turn $2,500 into $262,500

Back when crude was selling for $27 a barrel, a few forward-thinking investors were putting
money into Alberta oil sands. Everyone thought they were crazy. But as oil prices rose and
technology advanced, those “crazy” investors enjoyed gains as high as 10,500% off OCTX’s oil
sands neighbor, Suncor.

Suncor grew and matured and now
it’s next to impossible for it or any large
company to give you a rapid return in
excess of 50%. The only stocks that
get me exited are the ones with triple-
and four-digit profit potential. And that’s
why I’m so excited about discovering
OCTX at the ground-floor level.

If you’d had the foresights to buy not $2,500 but $25,000 worth of Suncor stock early on, you
could have pocketed quite a handsome sum: $2,625,000.

OCTXʼs returns could run from 400% to 10,500%

OCTX could very well be the next Suncor. Can you imagine? If you missed that life-changing
investment, you now have a rare second chance to get rich off Alberta’s red-hot oil with OCTX.

A single $25,000 investment in Suncor made ordinary investors multi-millionaires and OCTX
has all the potential to do just that for you. There’s much more you need to know about this major
in the making.

http://www.themyersletter.com/subscribe.html


Here are the top 10 reasons I’m
recommending you buy OCTX

OCTX is Not a Start Up, OCTX already has the goods and is already
developing -- Octagon 88 is a development play, heavy oil projects combined
produce a potential recovery rate of 200,000 barrels a day when fully developed,
putting OCTX and its heavy oil project partners in the top 5 heavy oil producers in all
of Canada.

Undervalued Assets: Top ranking swiss research analysts proves OCTX
could jump to 12.18 overnight. “Our risk-adjusted appraised net worth is currently
at $12.18 per share with additional significant upside potential when the planned
development program is successfully executed.”

 Assets / Projects Millions Value per share

Trout Producing Field $31.0 $1.18

Elkton/Debolt Formation $44.5 $1.69

SAGD Bluesky/Geth. $192.0 $7.31

JV Partner Carbonate $52.0 $1.98

TOTALS $319.5 $12.18

OCTX shares could be worth $190 when word reaches Wall Street --
Engineering reports forecast that Octagon’s investment in the massive principal 3.6
billion PIIP heavy oil projects could expect to produce a minimum 200,000 barrels of
oil per day for as long as the next 25 years. When fully developed the operations
could produce 73 million barrels a year-- at a very conservative $75 a barrel, based
on those numbers the revenue projected for the combined projects estimated at $5.4
billion a year or respectively $1.8 billion revenue annually for OCTX.

Octagon 88 & CEC North Star projections are expected to total $136.8 billion over
the acquired 25 year lease life. The best part is that OCTX gets 33% of this, meaning
a total of $45 billion total. Suncor operates at about an 11% net-profit.

So, that is what I used to compute Octagon’s total net-profit margin of $4.9 billion. So,
to get an idea of what Wall Street’s expectation for OCTX’s shares might be, simply
divide its 26,545,473 shares by the $4.9 billion profit margin and you end up with
OCTX at $190 a share!

300 Years of Success Backed Up With All The Money OCTX Needs -- Octagon
88’s management team has experienced professionals with more than 300 years of
combined winning records developing successful oil and gas projects in Western



Canada and throughout the world. And OCTX couldn’t be situated in a more prime
position. Plus -- the company is backed by Zentrum Energie Trust, a $150,000,000
private equity and venture capital firm based in Switzerland.

Takeover/Merger Potential -- Just days ago OCTX’s neighbor Nexen was
acquired by China’s CNOC for a whopping $15 Billion – this makes it the largest
foreign takeover ever. OCTX’s Management is lining up all the ingredients for what
looks like a possible takeover target in the near future and timing couldn’t be better,
This is the first year where the developing world will overtake the developed world in
oil consumption.

Sweet Light Crude Oil Bonus -- Cash is about to flow in from one of OCTX’s land
blocks from the production of conventional light oil! This means fast cash for OCTX
and its investors... 300 to 500 barrels of light crude a day looks to start within a few
weeks of being drilled. That’s 180,000 barrels of high-price light crude a year and
every drop is easily recovered with conventional oil drilling technology.

Existing Infrastructure Worth $100 Million -- Octagon 88’s projects are only a
few dozen miles from pipelines and rail lines moving their oil and gas production to
market and those miles all-weather highway miles. This is a $100 million advantage!
No money or time gambled on clearing forest, creating access roads, and stretching
power lines to remote areas just to begin exploration. OCTX’s oil is already there, a
stone’s throw away from market.

New Technologies and Fantastic Research Results -- Octagon 88 is at the right
place at the right time... sitting on vast oceans of oil that used to be too costly to
recover. Now, with so many technological advances embraced by Octagon 88,
getting oil from sand is becoming routine -- and tremendously lucrative -- for Octagon
88 and its investors!

Unstoppable Demand at $200 a barrel-- Economies around the world are
springing back to life, increasing demands for oil. In 2013, for the first time in history,
the developing world will overtake the developed world in the consumption of oil.

“On our estimates, oil prices could even spike to $200/bbl over the next
5 years.” -Global Energy Paper



And even when economies are slow, demands for oil never go away. The
industrialized world will continue to crave oil for the rest of our lives.

“To prevent a potential shock to the economy caused by an oil supply
disruption, the Chinese Government has been steadily pushing building
an oil stock reserve system” – International Energy Agency

Safest Oil on Earth -- No Middle East troubles in Canada. No political uprisings or
revolutions. That’s a big reason why more and more large investors are putting
money into North American oil production. This trend will continue.

“The US department of Defense uses approximately 300’000 barrels of
oil a day and spent $17.3 billion on petroleum in 2011, a 26 percent
increase from the previous year.” PEW Environment

I’ve seen proof OCTX is set to surge. And I’m delighted to share that proof with you and my loyal
subscribers. But first, you must be aware of what happened on February 8, 2013.

Confirmation of OCTX’s fast jump from $3 to $12

On February 8, 2013, superstar Swiss analyst Ernst Schlotter of SISM Research, a Zurich-
based independent research provider, initiated coverage of OCTX, saying...

“Our risk-adjusted appraised net worth is currently at $12.18 per share
with additional significant upside potential when the planned
development program is successfully executed.”



“Mr. Schlotter of SISM research consistently earns four-star ratings for his

history of timely and accurate predictions”

- Starmine/Reuters, the company that reviews the top analysts for every stock and industry on both
estimates and recommendations.

I love what’s happening with OCTX -- both short and long term!

Short term - OCTX goes from $3 to $12.18

Schlotter’s in-depth valuation analysis of OCTX’s current assets is one of my top 10 reasons to
own the stock. His break down by project certainly opened my eyes:

Assets / Projects Millions Value per share

Trout Producing Field $31.0 $1.18

Elkton/Debolt Formation $44.5 $1.69

SAGD Bluesky/Geth. $192.0 $7.31

JV Partner Carbonate $52.0 $1.98

TOTALS $319.5 $12.18

Act today and you can get this $12 stock for about $3 Isn’t this the type of stock you’ve always
dreamed of owning? One that’s worth four times its selling price! Well, this your chance to make
all those dreams come true!

But you must get in ahead of Wall Street if you want the biggest profits.

Wait a week or even a day and this $3 stock could be near $5. Instead, act now and you’ll be
thrilled as you watch this $3 stock climb over $6... pass $10... and land right where it belongs
today at $12.18. And that’s all set to happen in the short term!

Long Term – OCTX goes from $12 to $36 to $190

Invest $2,500 today in OCTX at, say $3.30, and you get 757 shares. When OCTX hits $190,
your modest investment is worth close to $150,000 ($143,939 to be exact).

Should you decide to invest $25,000, you end up with $1,439,939. I showed you how OCTX
could quickly surge from $3 to $12. What makes me so sure this $3 stock is going to $190 over
the long term?

73 million barrels is just the beginning of all the fun

Let’s do the math: 200,000 barrels of oil per day comes to more than 73 million barrels a year.
And, as I write, oil sells for $93.11 a barrel -- that’s almost $7 billion right there... about $2.3 billion
for OCTX since it now owns 33% of CEC North Star.

But, let’s keep a conservative focus here.

The likely case is that during the next five years oil will average about $85 a barrel… unless the



U.S. or Israel bombs Iran, then who
knows how high the price of oil could
fly.

Still, let’s be even more
conservative and knock ten dollars off
the price of oil and make it just $75 a
barrel. At that lower price, the total
heavy oil projects held with CEC would
generate $5.41 billion a year in revenue… and over the course of Octagon 88’s 25-year lease,
nearly $136.8 billion -- virtually set in stone!

Suncor, meanwhile, operates at about an 11% net-profit. So, I used that figure to compute what
Octagon’s net-profit margin could be when it’s up to full speed.

Crunching the numbers... I find that netting $4.9 billion in OCTX profit (11% of $45 billion in
revenue), divided by OCTX shares outstanding (26,545,473), gives you a $190 share price.

The numbers and profit potential are so huge they are difficult to grasp. But what’s happening
up in Alberta is real and Octagon 88 is driving non-stop to massive oil profits.

THE $31 MILLION BONUS CASH FLOW

This deal just keeps on getting better. On January 22, 2013, Octagon 88 (OCTX) secured six
(6) contiguous sections of oil leases in the famously productive Peace River Oil Sands.

One of those sections holds conventional light sweet crude -- easy to get cash! Anywhere from
300 to 500 barrels of light crude a day looks to start flowing within a few weeks of drilling.

That’s 180,000 barrels of high-price light crude a year and every drop is easily recovered with
conventional oil drilling technology.

And that means a mighty quick cash netback for OCTX investors… $31,000,000 in valuations
worth of 40 API light sweet crude P3 oil reserves in the Red Earth area of Alberta alone.

It’s only a matter of time before light oil becomes less available. Some say we’ve already hit
peak oil production. The sharks on Wall Street know this and make no mistake -- they will find out
about Octagon 88’s light crude. Count on it. Just be sure you beat Wall Street to the punch! Buy
OCTX today and you’re getting in on the ground of the biggest profit-making secret you’re ever
likely to discover.

When this news about Octagon 88 spreads beyond energy experts and onto Wall Street --
400% to 900% gains could stretch far and fast into four-digit gains... maybe five-figure profits!
Virtually overnight! The only way you can be sure you don’t miss out is to buy OCTX today!

MAJOR BONUS: OCTX AS AN
OVERNIGHT TAKEOVER TARGET

Octagon 88 is a $70 million company with no debt ready to pump oil in Alberta. Of course
rumors of an OCTX buyout are likely to spread. OCTX’s management knows this. With demand
for new oil at all-time highs, how could Octagon 88 not be a prime takeover target? China just paid
$15 billion for Octagon 88’s neighbor.

Nexen, OCTX’s Alberta neighbor, was bought out just days ago by the Chinese for a record-
breaking sum of $15 billion and change.



The purchase of Calgary-based energy company Nexen Inc. (NYSE: NXY)
for $15.1 billion by China's CNOOC Ltd. (NYSE ADR: CEO) is the largest
overseas purchase by a Chinese company.” – Nexen

OCTX is direct in line to benefit tremendously from ever-increasing oil demand from the U.S.
and China, a nation so thirsty for oil that it’s in a big rush to build storage facilities so it can expand
its oil reserve by 15%... all while oil is still cheap. Got that? The Chinese need oil so much they
think $92 a barrel is dirt cheap. Wait until they hear about OCTX. On second thought, don’t wait --
buy OCTX today before the Chinese start bidding up the price, too.

As I’ve spelled out, OCTX looks to spike to $12.18 when this news starts reaching all corners.
Long-term potential is breathtaking and could bring in investor rewards much the way Suncor did
20 years ago. When was the last time you owned a $3 stock that climbed to $190?

And there’s more... many more reasons why OCTX belongs in your portfolio right now,
including...

OCTX’s $100 Million Bonus!

Most companies shell out millions to create infrastructure -- often before any exploration can be
done.

Forests must be cleared for access roads. Power and water lines must be stretched to the
remote sites. Housing, too, must be constructed. Front-end cost always skyrocket. Any oil found
and then recovered must then find its way to a pipeline -- year round.

None of those crippling obstacles stand
in Octagon 88’s way. I can’t see anything
standing in our way as investors, either.

The scheduled heavy oil projects hold
more than 3 billion PIIP (Petroleum Initially In
Place), Sure, Octagon’s land base is large -
- but it’s not remote.

OCTX’s oil-soaked blocks of land are just
down the road from existing infrastructure,
including pipelines and rail lines. Major highways, all-weather roads, year-round airports, hotels,
rail, and most important -- pipelines -- are all nearby.

Debt free and OCTX’s infrastructure is already in place!

This single factor -- the mere location of its oil -- saves OCTX’s about $100 million right from
the start. That’s $100 million that will not slide off the bottom line.

And this means more oil can be pumped quicker for less and create new jobs. Talk about
perfect conditions! Are you beginning to see why I’m so excited about OCTX?

I must stress again how important it is for you to act now on the information I’m giving you here.
You want to own OCTX before Wall Street gets wind of Octagon 88’s astonishing progress. A
buying frenzy could erupt. It happened before with Suncor and it looks to happen again with
Octagon.

Buy OCTX today -- before the company’s light sweet and heavy oil production gets Wall



Street’s attention and then finds out about OCTX’s other oil projects in Alberta... where combined
estimates call for another 3.6 billion barrels from oil-rich sands.

The key to monster profits is to buy
OCTX before this secret gets out

Octagon 88, with its technical team operations based in Calgary, has already discovered a
mind-boggling 3.6 billion barrels PIIP, making this one of the most loaded development plays I have
ever encountered!

Naturally, no one can pump oil until
oil is first discovered. Once pumped,
the oil has get to market. Octagon 88
is already enjoying Alberta’s oil-
industry infrastructure. And with the
construction of the Keystone XL
pipeline stretching directly into the
United States, Alberta’s oil and
Octagon 88 become even easier to
get to market. Easier to make more profits, too! Plus, production costs for OCTX keep getting
cheaper.

Octagon 88’s oil is sitting a stone’s throw away from Alberta’s existing pipelines, rail lines and
modern infrastructure. When it dawns on Wall Street how valuable Octagon 88 is, this $3 stock
could snap to $12 virtually overnight, perhaps even in a matter of hours.

KEY FACT: Octagon 88 locked up billions of barrels of thick black oil sitting just a few dozen
miles from pipelines to profit. And they did this in one swift move. You must act fast, too, if you
want to beat Wall Street to the punch...

Buy OCTX today -- before this $3 stock
leaps to $12... then to $36 and on to $190

This stock is headed north with or without you. I don’t want you to be disappointed, and you
won’t be if you buy OCTX today.

Hard-to-find new light sweet crude is about to spurt to the surface and billions more barrels of
heavy crude is about to be extracted, too. Alberta’s oil alone can power the world for the next 40
years.

While it’s true that separating oil from sand used to be difficult and too expensive, that’s not the
case anymore.

Getting oil from sand is much easier than
ever before, thanks to new technology

SAGD (Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage), for instance, is one of the new environmentally
friendly drilling advances and this technology will likely be used on OCTX’s Bluesky Oilsands
project, currently expected to produce in the range of 1,000 to 5,000 barrels of oil per day from the
each plant.

Ultimately, Octagon 88’s goal is to have multiple phases of scaleable projects -- building on



each previous step to maximize results. This way, OCTX can move quickly from 1,000 barrels a
day pilots to commercial scale operations of 20,000 barrels a day. And cumulative production
levels targeting 50,000 to 100,000 barrels a day.

Let’s look at Octagon 88 a little closer. I mentioned OCTX’s Bluesky project. This project joins
Octagon 88’s other oil-soaked projects, putting early investors in what I call a...

Red-Hot BED of Profits!

The Bluesky project is joined by the Elkton and Deboit projects. These three projects -- are
moving forward fast on management’s inspired strategies.

The urgency to buy OCTX is real. Wall Street is clueless as I write. Lab results are about to be
announced. Drill test results will be in our hands within weeks. And as you read this, Wall Street
still remains clueless. But not for long.

In-depth Alberta government lab analysis of the new cores of Octagon 88’s Elkton and Debolt
projects are determining recover rates via their engineering reports and this critical information will
be made public soon, as early as next week. Buy OCTX now and when the news is made public,
you’ll be sitting pretty in profits.

Results are expected to confirm the size of the resource and determine the type of technology
best suited to get that resource out of the earth. The pay zones are already confirmed as “Thick.”
And “thick” is as good as it gets.

“Thick” with cushy life-changing oil profits!

Thanks to Octagon 88’s $100-million-dollar advantage, OCTX can produce at a profit even if the
price of crude plummets. That’s not going to happen. Demand for oil is unstoppable and OCTX
stands to make everyone involved quite rich.

It’s only a matter of time before conventional light oil becomes less available. Most of what’s left
in the world is in oil sands and the largest oil-sand fields are in Alberta,.. the immediate and long-
term answer to America’s energy needs. China’s too!

It’s no longer news that fantastic production is coming out of Canada, particularly in OCTX’s
area. What’s news to many is that there are vast reservoirs of oil still to be tapped and recovered...
and vast new profits for investors like us to bank!

Octagon 88 is taking the oil industry by storm in Alberta. The company is brilliant and on a laser-
focused mission to build a major oil and gas company, targeting both heavy and conventional oil
sands opportunities in northwestern Alberta, Canada.

Management is driving Octagon 88 to a prolific future. Act on the information I’m giving you
today -- buy OCTX.

The Alberta Oilsands have made investors rich before. And history will repeat itself this year. My
evaluations and analysis show Octagon 88 is the absolute best way for you (and my subscribers)
to tap into Canada’s oil power in 2013... 2014... and beyond.

Octagon 88 has already found the oil and is embracing new extraction technologies, such as “in
situ” and SAGD, and in flow modeling... and 3D seismic scans (technologies no one had in the
early oil sands days), too..

To top it all off, the company is also unlocking previously inaccessible oil reserves... more new
oil that can create more new millionaires!



Oilweek magazine, the go-to source
in the oil industry, estimates:

More than 60% of the world’s oil and 40% of the world’s gas
reserves are held in oil sands

7 times more oil than is in all of Iran are “hidden” in
Canada’s carbonate rock

Octagon 88 is doing business in the sweet spot -- in Alberta
-- already locking up more than a billion barrels of oil on just
three leases

And all of OCTX’s oil is within a stone’s throw of pipelines!

Other oil producers see figures like $100 million slide off the bottom line just to start up. But I
must stress: OCTX’s oil is close to existing infrastructure, including pipelines. This is a $100
million advantage for Octagon 88 that can never go away.

Here’s a closer look at OCTX’s projects, where 24 wells have already been drilled:

The Bluesky/Gething

Extensive lab works on the cores and some cap rock
analysis are in the works. The first phase of a SAGD Oilsands
project is underway now, designed to produce anywhere from
1,000 to 1,500 barrels a day

The company has internally estimated more than 1.2 billion
barrels of PIIP for the Bluesky. Buying OCTX today will make you mighty happy. And OCTX gives
you more reason to celebrate...

The Elkton & Debolt

Primary recovery potential is 873.7 million barrels PIIP,
heavy oil. Longer term potential, a staggering 1.4 billion barrels
PIIP -- about 2.7 billion barrels total.

Drill analysis shows oil presence, good porosity and
permeability -- all terrific signs! Independent reviews of Octagon
88’s land block in the Elkton member show “best estimates” at 547.7 million stock tank barrels --
at surface condition. The Debolt formation came in at 326 million, accounting for the 873.7 million
barrel total.

The Elkton Debolt combined carbonates are thick -- up to 35m -- with heavy oil saturation.
Observed porosity ranges up to 24%. The geology here is similar to the erosional edge play (see
below), except here the pay zones are further down but they are thicker. The 21 sections of
Oilsands lease in Elkton Debolt Carbonate is a staggering 1.4 billion barrels PIIP.

The Erosional Edge



The Erosional Edge on the Elkton-Debolt members includes
dolomitic, highly oil-saturated limestone. Both porosity and
permeability have been enhanced near the formations’
erosional edges, where pay zone thickness is from 6 to 20
meters. Porosity values are up to 28%. Easy oil!

That’s not the only reason my heart races when I type out
Octagon 88’s trading symbol -- OCTX.

The company has the best combination of financial factors
ever -- no debt, existing infrastructure and deep-pocketed core
investors, such as Zentrum Energies Trust AG.

Zentrum is a $150,000,000 private equity and venture capital firm based in Switzerland. For the
last decade, Zentrum has been investing throughout Europe and the world, in oil and natural
resource based commodity companies.

Zentrum’s investment size ranges from $100,000 to $10,000,000. They hold majority and
minority stakes in companies and offer its portfolio companies and co-investors a large network of
financial and public institutions as well as service providers. Zentrum clearly recognize the off-the-
chart potential of Octagon 88, which is why they’ve just made a sizeable investment in OCTX.

And like you, me and every other investor, Zentrum expects a handsome profit in return.

But they put up a dime until they do extensive research and analysis. And then they invest
before breathing a word of their intentions. But you know about it! And this is your chance to act on
information in the possession of only a few.

You’re finding out about OCTX right
now and the time to buy is right now

If you’ve ever wanted to get rich right along with deep-pocketed investors who always seem to
beat Wall Street to the punch -- this is your opportunity! My message is simple and clear: Buy
OCTX today!

You’ll have a dynamic management and advisory team working for you at Ocatgon 88, too...
experts with more than 300 combined years of experience in M&A ventures equaling $750,000,000
worth of transactions concluded. This team gives OCTX an insider’s path to major merger
opportunities. Remember: there’s no debt holding OCTX back.

It’s my job as editor of Secret Stocks to find breakout winners for my subscribers. And I’ve been
doing this for more than two decades. But it’s rare when a stock with OCTX’s profit potential
surfaces. I urge you to buy OCTX shares today!

It’s my job as editor of Secret Stocks to find breakout winners for my subscribers. And I’ve been
doing this for more than two decades. But it’s rare when a stock with OCTX’s profit potential
surfaces. I urge you to buy OCTX shares today!

Sincerely,



John Myers 
Editor 
John Myers’ Secret Stocks

P.S. Octagon 88 (OCTX) is so new it’s just now building its website, found here:
http://www.octagon-88.com

P.P.S. If you’re interested in a steady flow of breakout winners, try a risk-free subscription to
Secret Stocks. I’ll give you a specially discounted rate and a few bonus gifts, too! All
guaranteed, of course. Start here risk-free!
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information to be accurate and reliable, neither John Myers' Secret Stocks nor its editor or publisher has independently verified any

information contained in this advertisement. John Myers' Secret Stocks or its editor or publisher makes any representation or warranty

whatsoever with respect to the accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein. John Myers' Secret Stocks and its editor

and publisher expressly disclaim any liabil ity resulting from how readers may choose to uti l ize the contents of this paid advertisement.

Readers should perform their own due dil igence and are strongly urged to independently verify all statements made in this or any other

paid advertisement. Any investment should be made only after consulting with a qualified investment professional and after reviewing

the publicly available financial statements of, and other information about, the company and verifying that the investment is

appropriate and suitable for you. You can obtain more information about Octagon Resources 88 from its website at http://www.octagon-

88.com. Octagon Resources 88 is a reporting company under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and trades on the

OTC Bulletin Board under the symbol OCTX. Octagon Resources 88's periodic and other reports fi led under the Securities Exchange

Act of 1934, as amended, are publicly available from the Securities and Exchange Commission at their website at

http://www.sec.gov/edgar/searchedgar/webusers.htm. General investor information about publicly-traded companies like Octagon

Resources 88, advice to investors, and other investor resources are available from the Securities and Exchange Commission's website at

www.sec.gov or from the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority website at www.finra.com. Many states have established rules requiring

the approval of a security by the state securities administrator. Check with www.nasaa.org or call your state security administrator to

determine whether a particular security is l icensed for sale in your state. Many companies have fi led information with state securities

regulators and many companies will supply prospective investors with additional information upon request. Morgarten Financial has

managed a total production budget of $150,000 for this advertising effort. John Myers' Secret Stocks is being paid $7,500 and also

expects to receive new subscriber revenue as a result of its participation in this advertising effort. Investing in securities is highly

speculative and carries a great deal of risk, especially as to new companies with l imited operations and no history of earnings. This paid

advertisement contains forward-looking statements regarding Octagon Resources 88, its business and plans. Such forward-looking

statements are within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and are intended to be covered by the safe harbor provisions created by these laws. Where

Octagon Resources 88 expresses or implies an expectation or belief as to future events or results, such expectation or belief is believed

to have a reasonable basis. However, forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, which could cause

actual results to differ materially from future results expressed, projected or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such risks

include, but are not l imited to, the size and growth of the market for Octagon Resources 88's products and services, its abil ity to develop

and distribute its products, the abil ity of the company to fund its capital requirements, competition, regulatory developments, the effects

of short-sell ing and other market pressures, and other factors.
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